WOOD PROTECTION
WITH NATURAL EFFECT

PROTECTION AND
NATURAL BEAUTY
PERFECTLY COMBINED
Wood is the epitome of nature.
Thanks to its aesthetics and its
pleasant character it has long
been and still is a top choice
material. And its surface deserves
to be treated well. The natural
effect coatings of the Sikkens
Wood Coatings brand offer reliable
protection, underline the natural
beauty and increase the longevity
of wooden components in the
home and in the garden.

Passion for wood

A wide range for
natural protection
In order to preserve the natural beauty and typical character of wood for as long
and pristinely as possible, the AkzoNobel brand Sikkens Wood Coatings has
developed special natural effect coatings. The stains and oils reliably protect the
wood against weathering influences, prevent traces of wear and ageing and
thereby increase the longevity of your wooden components. The wooden structure
is particularly well cared for by the transparent, matt surfaces.
Easy to apply both manually and by machine, the natural effect coatings are ideal
for base, mid and top finishes. They meet the uninterrupted trend for naturally matt
coating and offer versatile design options with a wide colour palette.
This allows our natural effect coatings to show the wood from
its most beautiful side.

Trendy sustainability – oils and special coatings
The demand for wood oils and thin-layered systems is continuously growing.
For they maintain the outstanding look and feel of wood. Windows, fences,
balconies, roof beams and much more have a natural finish and yet are perfectly
protected. This is another reason why we have expanded our range with our new
CETOL® WF 732 Oil Finish wood oil.

NEVER ENDING
IMPRESSIONS

FASCINATING WORLD
OF COLOUR – WITH
OUR COLLECTION
OF TRANSPARENT
COLOUR TONES

Passion for wood

For particularly exposed surfaces such as terraces, facades or garden furniture
there is the CETOL® WF 771 special coating. The natural matt, non film-forming
translucent coating combines two special protective technologies: good moistening
of the wooden surface without flaking as well as UV and moisture protection.
With the ‘Never Ending Impressions’ colour collection the special coating offers a
fascinating colour palette, which maintains the unique wood effect.

CETOL®
WF 732
Oil Finish
Cloth-matt wood oil as mid and top coats for
wooden components, exterior and interior.
Thin or mid coat translucent
coating system.

NEW

Simply scan this QR
code in order to
discover the variety of
colours in our ‘Never
Ending Impressions’.

CETOL®
WF 771

CETOL®
SF 731
Larch oil based on natural plant oils and resins.
For base, mid and top coat of external wooden
components. Can be used as a 1-pot-3 coat
system for garden woods, fences, soffits, profile
boards and laminated beams.

FASZINIERENDE
FARBWELT – MIT
UNSERER KOLLEKTION
TRANSPARENTER
FARBTÖNE

Low build, low sheen, transparent, non filmforming primer, mid and final coating in the
1 pot 3 coat system for wooden decks and
other wooden components outside.
• No flaking
• Simple processing
• Can also be used as a greying varnish

Water-soluble

Solventborne

Water-soluble

Binder type: Acrylic with
additional natural oils

Binder type:
Alkyd

Binder type:
Acrylic-alkyd resin

Application: Spraying
(2 x 80 up to 120 μm or
1 x 150 up to max. 200 μm.)

Application:
Dipping, brushing

Application: Brushing, board
painting machine, Vacumat,
dipping, flow coating

F ields of application:
Stable, semi stable wooden
components

F ields of application:
Semi stable, partially stable,
nonstable wooden
components

F ields of application:
Semi stable, partially stable,
nonstable wooden
components

Colour
Colourless, Sikkens Wood Coatings standard
colours, Joinery Colour Classics.

Colour
Colourless.

Colour
Never Ending Impressions,
other colour shades on request.

Packsize
Base/TC:
20 l

Packsize
5 l/20 l

Packsize
Base TU:
2.5 l/10 l/110 l

Pallet unit
18 × 20 l = 360 l

Pallet unit
72 x 5 l = 360 l
18 x 20 l = 360 l

Pallet unit
144 × 2.5 l = 360 l
36 × 10 l = 360 l
4 x 110 l = 440 l

From colourless to fascinatingly bright – our perfect translucent trio
Our naturally matt translucent coats protect and accentuate the characteristic
surfaces of the treated woods. With their versatile colour versions you can stand
out delightfully and highlight the wooden structure in windows, doors and facades
as well as in the garden and on the balcony. Coating with our natural effect
translucent coats therefore allows you to make a perfect connection between
aesthetics and protection.
Note: CETOL® WF 980 is the ideal coating for modern wooden aluminium
constructions. We have put together ten attractive colours for this convincing
material combination in the wooden aluminium selection – taken from
our popular ‘Never Ending Impressions’ collection.

CETOL®
WF 748
Cloth-matt, transparent mid and top coats for
wooden parts, exterior and interior. Thin or mid
coat translucent coating system.

CETOL®
WF 758
Matt, transparent mid and top coats for
wooden components, exterior and interior.
Thin or mid coat translucent coating system.

CETOL®
WF 980
Natural matt, transparent mid and final coat
for interior and exterior. Especially suitable for
wooden aluminium constructions.

Water-soluble

Water-soluble

Water-soluble

Binder type:
Pure acrylic

Binder type:
Pure acrylic

Binder type:
Pure acrylic

Application: Spraying
(2 x 80 to 120 μm or 1 x 150
up to max. 200 μm)

Application: Spraying
(2 x 80 to 120 μm or 1 x 150
up to max. 200 μm)

Application:
Spraying

F ields of application:
Stable, semi stable
wooden components

F ields of application:
Stable, semi stable
wooden components

F ields of application:
Stable, semi stable
wooden components

Colour
Colourless, Sikkens Wood Coatings standard
colours, Joinery Colour Classics,
other colour shades on request.

Colour
Colourless, Sikkens Wood Coatings standard
colours, Joinery Colour Classics,
other colour shades on request.

Colour
Colourless, Sikkens Wood Coatings standard
colours, Joinery Colour Classics, Never Ending
Impressions, other colour shades on request.

Packsize
Base TC/003:
20 l

Packsize
Base TC/003:
5 l/20 l

Packsize
Base TC/003:
5 l/20 l/120 l

Pallet unit
18 × 20 l = 360 l

Pallet unit
72 × 5 l = 360 l
18 × 20 l = 360 l

Pallet unit
72 × 5 l = 360 l
18 × 20 l = 360 l
4 × 120 l = 480 l

Fascination with wood –
natural material with a
great attractive force
Wood is a versatile and fascinating material. Its natural aspect
makes this material, that is processed ecologically and with energy
saving, a convincing choice.
Traditional and contemporary at the same time, this versatile
natural material offers practically unlimited design options and
areas for use. Windows, doors and facades made from wood give
houses a particularly homely atmosphere. Garden furniture and
pergolas extend this homely feel into the garden. Everywhere that
it’s used wood ensures a pleasant atmostphere and contentment
with its warm character.
However, to ensure its natural aspect is optimally used and
maintained for a long time, wood needs the right treatment.
A protective surface coating that is as natural as possible is
enjoying increasing popularity nowadays. Fostering this trend is the
goal of the natural effect coatings of the Sikkens Wood Coatings
brand by AkzoNobel.
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